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CONCLUDING REMARKS
• A revised lower boundary condition is proposed to account 

for the effect of turbulence memory associated with curved 
trajectories. 

• The influence of turbulence memory on idealized tornado 
simulations: 
1. The dynamical instability makes the simulations less 

sensitive to small temperature perturbations in the initial 
and lateral boundary conditions. 

2. If the decaying rate is slow enough (e.g. γ = 0.05), 
tornadoes will be intensified. 

3. The effect is dependent on the height of the first grid 
level.

A REVISED LOWER BOUNDARY CONDITION ACCOUNTING 
FOR TURBULENCE MEMORY ASSOCIATED WITH CURVED 
TRAJECTORIES

1. Turbulent motions are typically not equilibrated with 
resolved flow fields due to non-zero lifetime. 

2. The traditional lower boundary condition (BC) of 
atmospheric modeling assumes instant equilibrium 
between surface drag (caused by turbulence) and 
wind, neglecting turbulence lifetime (i.e., “turbulence 
memory”). 

3. Accounting for the effect of turbulence memory on 
the lower BC leads to surface drag magnitude and 
direction different from equilibrium-state values. 

4. Modifying the surface drag, an important mechanism 
enhancing the convergence of angular momentum, 
may influence tornado intensities.

experimental data suggest that the canopy-shear-layer length scale range from 0.12 to 0.85 canopy104

heights (e.g., Table 1 in Raupach et al. 1996). Given the same characteristic velocity scale, the105

canopy-top decorrelation time scale can range from 0.3 to 2.1 times of that in an idealized neutral106

surface layer. The decorrelation time scale increases with decreasing height within the canopy107

(see evidence in observational data, e.g., Fig. 10 in Pan and Patton 2017), as oppose to TT N that108

decreases with decreasing height, meaning that the decorrelation time scale within a canopy can109

become much greater than twice of that in an idealized neutral surface layer. Combining the pres-110

ence of canopy and atmospheric stability can easily lead to decorrelation time scale ranging from111

0.1 to 10 times of that in an idealized neutral surface layer, providing g with a parameter space112

ranging from 0.1 to 10. Accounting for the effects of the other environmental conditions (e.g.,113

surface heterogeneity, baroclinicity, and nonstatinarity) will expand the g parameter space beyond114

[0.1,10]. Fig. 1 shows example values of tn/u
2
? against TR/TT N for a = 1 and g = 1, 0.1, and115

0.05. Decreasing the value of g represents increasing turbulence memory with respect to that in an116

idealized neutral surface layer, which increases the influence of curved trajectory on shear stresses.117

The revised lower boundary condition is given by118
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Mathematically, a non-zero tn associated with curved trajectory implies that the relationship be-120

tween the unresolved stress (tw = itxz + jtyz) and the resolved strain rate (U1/z1) is no longer121

characterized by a scalar. Physically, the revised lower boundary condition is no longer an eddy-122

viscosity model, because it accounts for a non-linear dependence (exponential decay in particular)123

of unresolved stress on the history of resolved strain rate (represented by acceleration). In the124
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suring the decorrelation of velocity fluctuations. The turbulence lifetime given by Eq. (8) is not67

necessarily much shorter than the characteristic time scale of resolved motions, meaning that the68

rate at which unresolved turbulence is generated is not necessarily much faster than the rate of69

change of resolved motions. In other words, the assumption required by Eq. (3) is not guaranteed,70

calling for appropriate modification to Eq. (3), or Eqs. (1) and (2), to account for the lifetime of71

turbulence (TT ).72

b. A new wall model handling the curvature of an air parcel’s trajectory73

For an air parcel at the first grid level (z1), the horizontal velocity can be written as U1 = U1s,74

where s is the tangential unit vector. The normal unit vector (also in the horizontal plane) is75

defined as n = k⇥ s, where k is the vertical unit vector. In this coordinate system the horizontal76

acceleration at z1 is77
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where t is time, and Rs is the curvature radius of the trajectory.78

The acceleration component in normal direction,79
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U

2
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can also be obtained from80

n ·a1 = k · (s⇥a1) . (11)

Plugging Eq. (10) and s = U1/U1 into Eq. (11) yields81
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Thus the time scale characterizing the curvature of the air parcel’s trajectory is given by82
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1. Model description6

a. Mathematical formulation7
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change the diffusive term to t9

where u3 is derived by mass conservation, so we only u1 and u2. The eddy-viscosity (nt) is a10

mixing-length type:11

nt = (kz)2D(z)|S|

where k is the von Karman constant, z the distance from the surface, |S| the magnitude of12

strain rate: |S|= (2Si jSi j)1/2, while S the strain rate has only the vertical component, because the13
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EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE MEMORY
Inner-domain Δx = 10 m
• For γ = 0.05, the strong 

intensification is by ~100% for  
2 hours in the transient state. 

• The effect of turbulence 
memory decreases once the 
tornadoes reach a quasi-
steady state. 

Inner-domain Δx = 25 m
• Coarser grid spacing gives 

weaker tornadoes. 
• For γ = 0.05, the intensification 

is by ~35% in the quasi-
steady state. 

Discussion
• Higher first grid level gives 

longer turbulence lifetime. 
• Finer grid spacing simulates 

more turbulence directly, while 
coarser grid spacing models 
more effect of turbulence.

For a finite TR, turbulence below the first grid level memorizes a previous horizontal velocity83

component opposite the normal acceleration. The resulting wall stress component in the same84

direction as normal acceleration is consistent with the lag of shear stress vector behind the velocity85

gradient vector in a pressure-driven three-dimensional boundary layer observed in wind tunnel86

experiments (e.g., Bradshaw and Pontikos 2012) and direction numerical simulations (e.g., Moin87

et al. 1990). The magnitude of normal momentum flux is parameterized as88
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2
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where the exponential decay is adopted from the shape of autocorrelation function commonly89

observed for turbulent flows (e.g., Pope 2000, pp. 485), and a and g? are flow-dependent positive90

dimensionless numbers. For the idealized study in this work, we specify a = 1. Combining91

Eqs. (8) and (14) yields92
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where TT N = kz/u⇤ is the decorrelation time scale for idealized neutral surface layer (i.e., statisti-93

cally steady, horizontally homogeneous, fully developed turbulent flows above a rigid, flat, rough94

surface in neutrally stratified environment).95

The dimensionless number g = g?fm accounts for the variation in decorrelation time scale due to96

environmental conditions like atmospheric stability, presence of canopies (e.g., plants and build-97

ings), surface heterogeneity (e.g., topography and land use), baroclinicity, and nonstationarity. For98

stability parameter within the range of MOST’s applicability (�2  z/L 1), Kansas data suggest99

that 0.4  fm  6 (Kaimal and Finnigan 1994, pp. 16–18), meaning that the decorrelation time100

scale in non-neutral surface layer can range from 0.17 to 2.5 times of that in the neutral surface101

layer. In the presence of canopies, the canopy-shear-layer length scale (i.e., mean velocity divided102

by mean shear at canopy top) contributes to the characteristic length scale. Laboratory and field103
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CASE DESCRIPTION AND QUASI-STEADY STATE RESULTS
• OLD/NEW: traditional or revised lower boundary condition.
• DX10/DX25: inner-domain grid spacing = (10 m)3 or (25 m)3.
• NOPERT: no initial and lateral boundary random perturbation (otherwise the simulations  

                 always start with initial random perturbation and runs with lateral boundary  
                 random perturbation of θ with magnitude of 0.25 K).

• γ0.1/γ0.05: γ = 0.1 or 0.05 (otherwise the revised lower boundary condition’s γ is 1).

Study Current Study Bryan et al. (2017) Nolan et al. (2017)
Amplitude of Updraft 
Forcing (Fiedler chamber) 0.359 m s-2 0.359 m s-2 0.359 m s-2

Coriolis Parameter 5.334 x 10-4 s-1 5.334 x 10-4 s-1 5.334 x 10-4 s-1

Domain 24 km x 24 km x 15 km 40 km x 40 km x 15 km 40 km x 40 km x 15 km
Inner Domain 4 km x 4 km x 1 km 4 km x 4 km x 1 km 4 km x 4 km x 1 km

Inner Domain Grid Spacing
(Δx x Δy x Δz)

10 m x 10 m x 10 m
25 m x 25 m x 25 m 5 m x 5 m x 2.5 m

2.5 m x 2.5 m x 1.25 m 
5 m x 5 m x 2.5 m 
10 m x 10 m x 5 m 

20 m x 20 m x 10 m

Lower BC semi-slip (OLD-)
revised one (NEW-) semi-slip no-slip

Roughness Length (z0) 0.2 m 0.2 m 0.2 m

Lateral BC open (with perturbation 
except for NOPERT) closed, free-slip closed, free-slip

Upper BC closed, free-slip closed, no-slip closed, no-slip

Case Lower BC Random 
Perturbation

Inner-domain 
Grid Spacing γ max(uθ)

(m s−1) 
max(-ur)
(m s−1)

max(w)
(m s−1)

OLD-DX10 traditional yes (10 m)3 — 117.0 83.3 107.8
OLD-DX10-NOPERT traditional no (10 m)3 — 91.9 65.8 64.3
NEW-DX10 revised yes (10 m)3 1 117.4 83.2 110.8
NEW-DX10-NOPERT revised no (10 m)3 1 120.2 85.1 107.9
NEW-DX10-γ0.1 revised yes (10 m)3 0.1 118.4 84.1 107.8
NEW-DX10-γ0.05 revised yes (10 m)3 0.05 119.0 85.7 106.5
OLD-DX25 traditional yes (25 m)3 — 94.1 72.2 75.8
OLD-DX25-NOPERT traditional no (25 m)3 — 72.0 54.9 42.2
NEW-DX25 revised yes (25 m)3 1 95.7 73.2 73.9
NEW-DX25-NOPERT revised no (25 m)3 1 93.0 71.6 71.7
NEW-DX25-γ0.1 revised yes (25 m)3 0.1 95.2 73.8 76.1
NEW-DX25-γ 0.05 revised yes (25 m)3 0.05 106.6 77.5 99.6

scaling

magnitude

(=1 here)

scaling decaying rate

(a flow-specific parameter; 

its effect will be tested)

air parcel

Snapshot of vertical velocity at 4 hr

Maximum vertical velocity in transient state

The simulation time of the current study is 6 hr, and after 4 hr is considered as 
quasi-steady state.
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Factors influencing γ
• In neutral static stability, γ = 1. 
• Atmospheric stability and canopy can 

lead to the γ parameter space ranging 
from 0.1 to 10. 

• Other environmental conditions (e.g., 
surface heterogeneity, baroclinicity, 
and nonstatinarity) can further expand 
γ parameter beyond [0.1, 10].


